
The new way to 
Corporate Identity.

Design patterns for all kinds 
of advertisements:

posters, packagings, vehicles…



Turn your design idea into an eye-catching CI. Ready to use: The suitable representation for any kind of design.

All the objects are neutrally set onto a white
background and provided with a slight sha-
dow. With little effort you can copy your
advertisement ideas onto the objects, assign
them different colours or set them onto any

background with the help of the free clipping
path. All advertising objects (e. g. billboards
or advertisement pillars) are provided with
blank space. Without any additional work you
can copy your motif onto the white areas.

CI-perfect supplies you with either unob-
trusive, or if you prefer, unusual advertising
which both will have amazing effects.

Positioning is easy.
Texts as well as pictures can easily be positioned by using layout programmes like 
Adobe Photoshop or Corel Photoprint. Just copy your design onto the backgrounds. 
See the result for yourself: you obtain a homogeneous and ingenious design 
throughout. Quick, exact and without extra effort.

Use CI-perfect for decorating your car with any kind of advertisement.

CI-perfect contains patterns for cars, lorries, buses, trams and airplanes. 
Unlimited possibilities for car-lettering!

Innumerable neutral packagings and objects.
All kinds of objects like bottles, books, CDs, t-shirts, etc., which you are going to need again and again. CI-perfect provides you with perfect colour 
photographs as patterns which can be used for all kinds of purposes. Change the colours as you wish or choose your proportions by scaling them individually. 
Choose from the whole range of entire backgrounds. CI-perfect provides 1.000 users with 1.000 new ideas.

The new way to Corporate Identity:

1. A perfect tool for 
perfect presentations
by means of CI-patterns which give your presen-
tation a new appearance. All patterns are ready for
immediate presentation and harmonize perfectly
in any colour, background, shadow and style of
your choice.

2. Captivating the clients’ appreciation
They can immedialtely see at once the effect of
their new logo on the different advertising objects.
Convince the clients to choose your proposition.
Make them decide in your favour.

3. Reducing the costs
By using CI-perfect you will be able to signifi-
cantly reduce your costs. It is only a matter of
downloading the suitable environment from the CD
(packaging, free gifts, billboards…) and placing
your design on it. That’s it! No more spending your
time tinkering, taking photographs and making
last-minute adjustments!

4. Presenting in virtual space
For various reasons like time or distance presenta-
tions in virtual space are sometimes the only alter-
native. Treat yourself with the perfect tool: CI-
perfect. For instance, send your creation as PDF,
by picture file, e-mail or put the data in the inter-
net with a password.

While the photo-shooting of the packing is still
being organized or a courier sent to hand over the
dummies which have been pain stakingly pre-
pared, your propositions will have already arrived
at your client per ISDN. Swift-working and reduced
expenses will turn out to be profitable advan-
tages in competition!

This is what CI-perfect offers:
More than 250 individually applicable presenta-
tion patterns covering the whole range of adverti-
sing objects: Whether it is writing-paper, envelo-
pes, business cards or packagings, bags, t-shirts or
even poster walls, movie screens, cars or airplanes. 

All objects are clipped and offer unlimited colour
possibilities. They can be placed onto any
given background, with or without shadows.



Innumerable CI – patterns will help 
you win customers and reduce costs:

ashtrays
backgrounds
bags
ballpoint pens, pencils
balls
billboards
books
bottle-openers
bottles
bottles of medicine
boxes
business cards
business reports
buses
calendars

cans
caps
cardboard boxes
catalogues
cheque cards
cinema
computer
cosmetics
cups
DVD/CD cases
envelopes
folders
frisbees
homepages
internet

key rings
lighters
matches
medicine packaging
menus
mugs
note pads
outdoor advertisements
packagings
pads
paper sizes
picture backgrounds
planes
plastic bottles
plates

pocket-knives
presentation backgrounds
shopping bags
sixpacks
sprays
tetrapacks
towels
t-shirts
tubes
vehicles
video cassettes
watches
writing-paper
yo-yos

Examples –- 250 objects ready edited for immediate use:

Whichever way of presentation you prefer, you will be more than happy with CI-perfect. Use it for portfolios, 
flipcharts, overhead projections, screens or any other occasion.

Each presentation is unique and individually crafted. CI-perfect offers innumerable variations for presenting
advertisements; you can choose between different backgrounds and colours. Make sure your presentation
will be a very special one.



Fax: 0049 / 761 / 4 79 24 11 Fax: 0049 / 761 / 4 79 24 11

Contract venue: Freiburg im Breisgau.

Photos EUR

Starterkit 150 2 CDs 398,–

Starterkit 150 1 DVD 398,–

GRAND PACK 4 DVDs 1.400,–

MEGA PACK 1000 21 CDs 799,–

Babies/Kids 1 1 CD 298,–

Beauty 1 1 CD 298,–

Business 1 1 CD 298,–

Business 2 1 CD 298,–

Christmas 1 1 CD 298,–

Couples 1 1 CD 298,–

Easter 1 CD 298,–

Eyes 1 CD 298,–

Food 1 1 CD 298,–

Food 2 1 CD 298,–

Four Seasons 1 2 CDs 298,–

Historic 1 1 CD 298,–

Money 1 1 CD 298,–

Seniors 1 1 CD 298,–

Sports/Fitness 1 1 CD 298,–

Sports/Winter 1 1 CD 298,–

EUR

Weather/Lightning 1 1 CD 298,–

Youth 1 1 CD 298,–

Architecture 1 1 CD 98,–

Body 1 1 CD 298,–

Damaged Objects 1 1 CD 148,–

Faces 1 1 CD 249,–

Faces 2 1 CD 249,–

Faces 1+2 2 CDs 399,–

Forest 1 1 CD 98,–

Free Objects 1 1 CD 148,–

Free Objects 2 1 CD 148,–

Free Objects 3 1 CD 148,–

Free Objects 4 1 CD 148,–

Free Objects 1- 4 4 CDs 399,–

Imagination 1 2 CDs 148,–

Paper 1 1 CD 98,–

Sky 1 1 CD 98,–

Stone 1 1 CD 98,–

Water 1 1 CD 98,–

Please deliver for: Mac Windows

Terms of delivery:

c.o.d. 

credit card Visa card MasterCard

credit card Nº:

card verification code:

expiry date:

Cardholder:

Company:

Contact person:

Street:

Area(Post)code/City:

Tel/Fax:

E-Mail:

Date/Signature:

VAT registration Nº (Europe only):

creativ collection Verlag GmbH · Basler Landstr. 61 · D-79111 Freiburg · Tel.: 0049 /761/479240 · Fax: 0049/761/4792411 · www.ccvision.de/en · info@ccvision.de

All prices stated without V.A.T. (plus freight costs).
Order without risk: Right to return the sealed CDs within 10 days. September 2004. Changes reserved.

Contract venue: Freiburg im Breisgau.

Please deliver for: Mac Windows

Terms of delivery:

c.o.d. 

credit card Visa card MasterCard

credit card Nº:

card verification code:

expiry date:

Cardholder:

Company:

Contact person:

Street:

Area(Post)code/City:

Tel/Fax:

E-Mail:

Date/Signature:

VAT registration Nº (Europe only):

creativ collection Verlag GmbH · Basler Landstr. 61 · D-79111 Freiburg · Tel.: 0049 /761/479240 · Fax: 0049/761/4792411 · www.ccvision.de/en · info@ccvision.de

All prices stated without V.A.T. (plus freight costs).
Order without risk: Right to return the sealed CDs within 10 days. September 2004. Changes reserved.

Special Designs EUR

b/w backgrounds 2 CDs 129,–

Galerie 1 2 CDs 148,–

Galerie 2 2 CDs 148,–

Galerie 1+2 4 CDs 249,–

Golden Objects 1 CD 148,–

Neon Objects 1 CD 148,–

Trimension 2 CDs 299,–

Illustrationen

Butterfly Version 6 4 CDs 698,–

Butterfly Version 6 1 DVD 698,–

Pictos 1 CD 398,–

Classics 1 CD 198,–

Vehicle Models

Car-Special, V. 11 (with Update Service) 4 CDs 399,–

Car-Special, V. 11 (without Upd. Service) 4 CDs 499,–

Car-Special online 299,–

Corporate Identity EUR

CI Perfect 2 CDs 298,–

Maps

Geo Atlas

World Vector 3 1 CD 450,–

Africa Vector 1 CD 300,–

American Vector 1 CD 450,–

Asia Vector 1 CD 450,–

Europe Vector 3 1 CD 450,–

Oceania Vector 1 CD 300,–

Germany Vector 1 CD 400,–

Paris Plus Vector 1 CD 300,–

Mountain High Maps

Germany-Austria-Switzerland 1 CD 149,–

Edition 2.5 4 CDs 499,–

Studio Edition 8 CDs 659,–



1. The creativ collection Verlag GmbH and ccvision GmbH, both resident in
79111, Freiburg, Germany, (licensor) give the licensee (customer) limited rights
of use to packaged and/or online delivered products from their program; such
as Vector graphics (including the automobile pictures from the CAR SPECIAL),
colour and b/w photographs, free objects, animations, and other graphical
representations. The products are delivered either electronically (on-line 
download) or as physical media such as CDs, 135 mm slides, hard copy paper
prints or photo-prints. The licensing rights are applicable to all forms of deli-
very of these products.

2. In the following text the licensor - the firms creativ collection Verlag GmbH
and ccvision GmbH will be represented by the abbreviation “cc”. All of the
products, be they physically or electronically distributed, will be referred to as
“Product”. This also includes all wares that are distributed for third parties.

3. cc grants the customer a limited and nonexclusive license for the desired
product under the limitation that the customer (licensee) accepts all of the
terms and conditions of this licensing agreement.
Online customers of cc products (Internet users) accept this licensing agree-
ment by clicking on the Order button. Should the customer not accept all of
the terms and conditions in this agreement they are legally responsible for
stopping the order process. In this case the order will be annulled, the product
will not be delivered, and the customer will not be billed.
Should the customer not accept the licensing agreement for delivered physical
media (CDs, DVDs, 135-mm slides, paper or photo prints) the unused and
sealed (for electronic media) product can be returned to cc within 8 working
days without charge. Exceptions to this paragraph are only allowed for
demonstration products.

4. This licence agreement restricts the use of cc products to the customer
(licensee) noted on the invoice after full payment of the invoice. The licensee
may not sublicense, assign, or transfer the license to the product except as
explicitly staked in this agreement. Should it be necessary that a license 
transfer of the product to a third party occur, cc must be informed in writing
of the name and address of the new licensee. In this situation the original
licensee forfeits all licensing rights to the product. When a license is transfer-
red to a third party this party accepts in full, and without conditions, all of the
terms and conditions of this agreement.

5. The licensee is allowed to install cc software on a maximum of 5 computer
workstations within their firm. These limitations do not limit the right of the
licensee to produce back up media or media necessary for the reduction of
the work process. The licensee is allowed to produce electronic media of cc
products only for the above purposes. Use of cc products through more than
5 internal departments within a firm is not allowed. In such cases a written
appendix to the licence is necessary.

6. This licence allows the production of commercial advertising material, 
including but not limited to, printed material, web sites, television and film
production, 135 mm and other forms of presentation shows, artistic collages,
packaging and other material for advertising purposes. The licensee is further
granted the right to reproduce, print, plot, or broadcast this material without
need for royalty or other payments to cc. The licensee is allowed to sell 
licensee produced material to third parties, but he must ensure that third 
parties (licensee customers) only use cc products within the limitations, terms
and conditions of the licensing agreement between the licensee and the 
licensor (cc). Unauthorised and arbitrary use of cc motifs is not allowed.

7. cc products may be used as integral parts of a web site, but may not be
separately used, nor used in a manner in the web site that allows the web site
user to permanently save or re-use the motif. The licensee must ensure that cc
products included in software (for example web sites) can not be downloaded
or used by unauthorised third parties. Photographic and electronic alteration
of cc motifs for the production of individual licensee material is allowed -
however the licensee is granted no further licensing rights to these altered
motifs. The copyright to the altered motifs remains in the hands of cc, in so
far as a copyright exists according to the copyright protection laws. 
The licensee may not decompile, reverse engineer, or disassemble the product,
or otherwise reduce the product to a human readable form.

8. Layout files (via on-line) and the model motifs on the demonstration CD
may only be used for internal layouts and presentations (third party 
presentations) and not for advertising material, the production of printed
material in any form, nor for web site production.

9. The licensee is not authorised to supply motifs or illustrations from cc pro-
ducts to third parties. The trade and supply of cc motifs by the licensee is
strictly forbidden. This limitation extends to material produced by the licensee
from cc products.

10. Parties that illegally copy or sell cc products regardless of form or material
face charges for damage compensation and high monetary penalties.

11. The use of cc products to produce picture or illustration collections, post-
cards, calendars, picture services or catalogs in any form or decoration
systems, that are used mainly for the sale or re-sale of the included motifs is
not allowed under the terms of this agreement. Moreover, you may not offer
cc motifs in the internet in any way or form.

12. Should the customer have questions or legal considerations as to the furt-
her use of cc products the customer must inform cc, in writing, of this
request. Use of the product in such an unclear situation (also in “grey-zones”)
without prior consultation constitutes a violation of the license agreement.

13. The customer can not patent, copyright, trademark, or in any other way
limit the rights of the use of cc products in whole, in part, or in combination,
by other legally accepted licensees. This pertains to all graphics, photographs,
etc. in the cc product range.

14. Guarantee: Within a time period of six months from the date of purchase
of the product cc guarantees the customer the right to an equivalent 
substitution of the product. Should a substitution not be possible, or should
this be reasonably unacceptable for the customer, then the customer has the
right to cancel the agreement or to request a reasonable reduction in the
price of the product. cc is not responsible and accepts no liabilities for further
claims and rights. cc accepts liabilities only in regard and agreement with this
licensing agreement and extreme negligence on their part. In no other manner
is cc liable for damages. Liability is ruled out, in particular, in cases where
claims under trademark law are asserted against the licensee. In case of lost or
damage of any cc-product (in whole or in part) outside the bounds of the 
responsibility of cc, no free replacements are possible.

15. cc retains the right to block the further use of individual illustrations or
photos, or to replace a motive with another motive, in so far as this is 
necessary. The licensee will be informed by cc in this case and the licensee
accepts this limitation and guarantees that the licensee will not further use
these specific motifs. This does not constitute grounds for cancellation of the
sales order, price reduction, or other claims. This instance does not constitute
a guarantee claim.

16. It is not allowed to use cc products for the production of immoral, porno-
graphic, defamatory, discriminating or other publicly unacceptable or illegal
uses. Recognisable portraits can not be used for political purposes.
Furthermore it is not allowed to focus upon individual persons (zooming, 
scaling, greying and spotting, etc) in pictures representing crowds.

17. Famous personalities, known from politics, art, sports or public life may
only be used provided that the legal provisions (of the respective country) are
observed. In the case of the userÕs noncompliance with these provisions cc
cannot be made liable in any way.

18. Should the customer (licensee) fail to comply, in part or in whole, with this
licensing agreement cc will terminate this agreement and request the return
of the product. Further use of the product is therefore not allowed. Should cc
request product return the customer (licensee) will be reimbursed the sales
price minus a sum dependent upon the customers actual use of the product
to that point. In this situation the customer is responsible for the return of the
product and is liable for damages until the product is physically returned to cc.

19. cc retains ownership of the product until full settlement of the invoice. In
the business transactions between cc and its customers ccs’ ownership of the
product is retained until full payment of the invoice, also including future
claims from this partnership. The retainer of ownership of the product deems
as security for payment of open invoices.

20. The judicial and legal seat for transactions with businesses, legal entities,
or government institutions is Freiburg in Breisgau. The rights of the
customer/licensee are governed by the rights and laws of the Federal Republic
of Germany.

21. Changes, addenda, or other agreements to this license must be in writing.
Should an agreement within this license be deemed ineffectual it has no bea-
ring upon the rest of the document or the agreements stated therein. Product
names, words and pictures are used without guarantee of their free and un-
copyrighted use

22. With the use of a cc product the customer/licensee accepts this licensing
agreement.

This contract is a translation from German into English. In case of lack of 
clarity or of disagreement the German original contract is effective.

Licence agreement, copyright




